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Time Management

Making Better Use of Your Time
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Agenda For Today
–Take a critical look at what effective time management means

–Discuss how we typically use time effectively and ineffectively

–Review Modules of Time Mastery

– Identify at least one specific area where you can make better use of 

your day

–Action Plan
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1. Attitudes

2. Goals

3. Priorities

4. Analyzing

5. Planning

6. Scheduling
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Mastering Your Time

7. Interruptions

8. Meetings

9. Written

Communication

10. Procrastination

11. Time Teamwork



Question:

What Do you think is the key to 

good time management?
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Answer:

“Our habits may control our destiny, but we can 
control our habits”
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Self-Management and 

Developing Good Habits!

Humans Can Change, But You Must Want It!  This Leads 

Us To Our First Attribute Of Time Management…Attitudes
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Attitudes, Developing or Changing Habits

• Identify a bad or inefficient habit that you want to change

• Identify the new habit you wish to achieve

• Have an action plan (steps to accomplish) written down (no 

winging it!)

• You have to want to achieve the change, or be willing to try 

something new…a poor or bad attitude will get you nowhere

• Start your action plan for three weeks

• Share your goal or objective

• Any failures you must start again, but remain positive

• Look at the end of three weeks, what worked and what did not
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Where to even start?
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Attitudes

Internals
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Externals

• Can make a 

difference

• Can control some 

things that happen 

to them

• At the mercy of their 

environment

• No control over 

things that happen to 

them

Toward your environment or situation/surroundings
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Attitudes

Tips
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• Be Positive

• Life at work or home is not about complaining

• Focus on what you have and can control, not on what 

you don’t have

• You CAN control a lot more than you may think, don’t 

just “React” but “Act - Take Charge”

• Positive Attitude leads to goal achievement, which 

results in accomplishing more each day...remember 

you are NOT a mortgage volunteer!

Time Management
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Goals

Must be written down - To Do List is a very simple example
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Goals

Tips

• Write them down!!!

• Always refer back to them when you are confused or 

flustered about your purpose/mission

• Make them for both work and personal

• Tie each activity to a goal…otherwise you are wasting 

time and not working towards something

• Sometimes they have to be adjusted…may be you 

really do just have too much on your plate
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Priorities

Where do you consistently operate?

Unimportant,

Urgent

Important,

Urgent

Important,

Not Urgent

Unimportant,

Not Urgent

Urgency
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E

You will have time for important things as long as you 

don’t fill your day up with Unimportant Things
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Analyze

Isn’t doing one of these a waste of time?

Time Logs…most common comment is…

Time Activity Importance Interruptions

• Only you know where you spend your time??  Do you 

know, really??

• Analyze the data and see where improvements can be 

made

–Very helpful when you have two teams and one team is out 

performing the other

–When you just feel like you are not getting anything done, look at the 

data…see really where you spend time….all a blur sometimes

Time Management

Only YOU really know what you do each day and where you spend or waste time!
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Planning

Plan both work and time

• Results – What are my goals or what am I trying to 

accomplish?

• Activities – What steps do I need to do to accomplish  

my goals?

• Priorities – Importance - What do I have to do first?

• Time estimates – How long per task? Be realistic

• Schedules – When will I do each activity – Be sure you 

put it on your schedule

• Flexibility – Expect the unexpected

Remember, Things Don’t  Always Go As Planned.  

Do You Have A Back Up Plan?
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Scheduling

Tips

• You first have to “Plan” what you are trying to do

• Just like with planning, maintain your flexibility, don’t 

plan or schedule your entire day

• Get an early start - no going straight to the break room!

• Block out big items in your schedule for difficult tasks

• Do a small or mini-job for small time gaps 

• Group related items and actions together

• Identify when is my “Prime Time”

• Use Outlook or online calendar to keep track of 

meeting and appointments 
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Curbing Interruptions

What kinds of interruptions do we 

experience?

What can we do about it?  And are they 

really interruptions??

Reflection…let’s take a moment and think…..
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Interruptions

How can we eliminate or reduce them

• Am I getting asked the same thing over and over?  

–Have a meeting to make sure everyone is aware

–Build a relationship with internal or external staff/customers

– Do what you say and customers will then wait for your call or 

your email

• Help curb phone calls or emails by making use of your 

voicemail or email signature line

–Provide frequently asked for phone numbers or websites in your 

voicemail or use your signature line in your emails

–Keep moving and remember everything you are doing should be 

leading to a goal or completion of a task…does idle chit chat get 

anything done??
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Meetings - Whether You Organize Or Attend

Make them effective and time-efficient

• Plan and Organize the meeting

• Schedule it at a convenient time

• Decide who and how many will attend

• Have an agenda, send it out prior to the meeting and 

stick to it

• Stay in control

• Have someone take minutes

• Prepare a follow-up action plan, make others 

accountable

• Critique the meeting at the end

Time Management
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Written Communication

E-mail and paper

• Resist junk mail - you are filling your day up with not 

urgent, unimportant things

• Do It, Delegate It or Delete It! (3 D’s)

• Use a folder system - keep that inbox clean and 

organized so it’s easy to find things

• When writing

– Stay on purpose - don’t write a novel that won’t be read

– Use the “Subject Line”

– Make the most use of your signature line with links or phone 

numbers of additional resources

– Back and forth emails is wasting time, pick up the phone!
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Procrastination

Why do we do it?

Reflection on why we procrastinate…or should we wait 

to do this later? 
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Procrastination - #1 Time Waster!!

• Stop procrastinating and admit that you’re delaying 

action!

• Consider the consequences if you keep putting it off.  

Will it be your best effort if you are having to rush or 

feel pressure?

• Take small bites

• Delegate the task (if possible and justified), but not at 

the last minute

• Talk yourself into it – “A Self Pep Talk”

• Reward yourself when you accomplish the difficult!

• Commit to action by setting deadlines
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Teamwork - Would You Be Wanted on a Team?

• Show people you respect them and their time

• Do what you say - meet promised deadlines

• Be honest, don’t make stuff up, acknowledge, learn 

and move forward…no one is perfect

• Keep people informed-communication is key

• Help each other out when you have time

• Ask everyone for ideas on how to improve processes 

or to work better as a team

• It’s not about “Me” or “I” but the company you work 

for

• It’s a food chain, anyone in the chain that jumps ship 

effects everyone else, including the customer
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Reminder - We are working towards a Goal

What are your time management goals?  Remember to 

write them down!
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Action Plan

• Take a moment and review the areas where you struggle, or where 

you think you could make a change

• Think about what we just discussed.  Under that module, go back 

and think how can I make a change or improve

• Write down your plan and begin to put it to work

• Focus and be aware, it doesn’t just happen!  You must stop and 

think about what you are doing – what am I trying to achieve, 

rather than function on auto pilot

• Having a positive attitude is not rocket science but sometimes it’s 

something you have to learn…

• ……the glass is half full not half empty, it’s partly sunny not partly 

cloudy…it’s going to be a great day…..not an OK day because I’m 

going to make it a great day and achieve what I set out to do!!

Genworth Thanks You For Your Time And Attention!!
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Genworth Underwriting Guidelines
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Genworth Rate Express®



LOS Connections
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Training Tools and Information
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Training Tools and Information
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Additional MI Site Information
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➢ ActionCenter®: 800 444.5664
➢ Your Local Genworth Regional 

Underwriter
➢ Your Genworth Sales 

Representative

Your Genworth Resources
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Legal Disclaimer
 Genworth Mortgage Insurance is happy to provide you with these training materials. While we strive for accuracy, we also

know that any discussion of laws and their application to particular facts is subject to individual interpretation, change, and 

other uncertainties. Our training is not intended as legal advice, and is not a substitute for advice of counsel. You should 

always check with your own legal advisors for interpretations of legal and compliance principles applicable to your business.

 GENWORTH EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT

LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH RESPECT 

TO THESE MATERIALS AND THE RELATED TRAINING. IN NO EVENT SHALL GENWORTH BE LIABLE FOR ANY 

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER WITH 

RESPECT TO THE TRAINING AND THE MATERIALS.

Genworth Mortgage Insurance Offers A Comprehensive Suite Of Training 

Opportunities To Boost Your Know-How, Benefit Your Bottom Line, And Serve Your 

Borrowers Better. Visit mi.genworth.com To Learn More.

Collateral Underwriter®, Home Ready ® and Desktop Underwriter® or DU® are registered trademarks of Fannie Mae

Loan Product Advisor®, Home Possible®, Home Possible Advantage®, Loan Collateral Advisor® and Home Value Explorer® (HVE®) are registered trademarks of 

Freddie Mac

ActionCenter®, Homebuyer Privileges® and Rate Express® are registered trademarks of Genworth Mortgage Insurance

Simply UnderwriteSM is a registered service mark of Genworth Mortgage Insurance


